
Bahe’s Physics 8: Unit 3 Class Schedule & Assignments:  Newton’s Laws  
Week 13:  12 - 19,  2019 

 
Physics 8: Class Schedule & Assignments:  Unit 4:  Energy 

Week 13 
Nov. 13 

Day 2 
Wed 

New Partners; Make these Rube Goldberg teams – Give 
Overview of the project 
Go over Test 
Demo with some toys (What makes it move – Binder pg. 
205) 
Share results Lab:  How do weight & height affect 
gravitational potential energy?  (Binder page 207) 
 
If Time::  Discuss the set up for tomorrow’s lab:  What is a 
photogate?  What are the lab’s goals? 

Read Text 164-167 and169-170 and 
Make a list of types of energy with an example of each. 
IGNORE mechanical energy as a type; instead use 
gravitational potential energy and kinetic energy in your list. 

 Day 3 
Thu 

LAB:  How do velocity and mass affect kinetic energy?  
(Binder page 209-212);  Gather Data.  Do in teams, one 
with and one without extra mass 
Use LoggerPro for graphing; fit a line to the data 
(Instructions Binder 203-204). 

Finish Lab:  The effect of weight and height on Egp (Binder p. 
205 – probably finished in class);  
 

 Day 4  
Fri 

Finish graph if needed. 
Discuss the lab findings;  
Relate the lab findings to the 7.1 Equations of Potential 
and Kinetic Energy (Binder 213-216);  
Introduce and Practice Expressions (Can use Binder 217-
220) 

Find at least three different YouTube videos that involve the 
building of a Rube Goldberg machine.  Watch; write down the 
names of the videos you watch; and write down at least two 
ideas from each video that you could use for your Rube 
Goldberg machine. 

Week 14 
Nov. 19 

Day 2 
Tue 

Go over HW problems 
LAB:  Egp to Ek in tubes of various lengths 
Perform the calculations for the lab as a class (Binder 223-
225); Graph the class averages (LoggerPro); Discuss 
results  --  Did all of the Egp turn into Ek? 

Finish LAB:  How do velocity and mass affect kinetic energy?  
(Binder page 209-212) 
Finish problems on page 213-216 and 217-220 (# TBA – more 
assigned later). 
(Note:  there are also more practice problems on 221-222 

 


